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Raging Grannies are Conspiring

Grannies Stand for Peace & Justice
Tune: Glow Worm
Lyrics: Deborah Lofgren, inspired by Raging Grannies of Milwaukee

We are the raging, raging, grannies
We don't hide in nooks and crannies.
We stand up for peace and justice
Even when the po-lice bust us.
Join with the raging, raging grannies
Time to get up off your fannies
The world needs folks to take a stand
And that's why we are grans!
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Radical Environmentalists
Lyrics: Kay Thode, Vicky Ryder, modified by Madison Grannies
Tune: She’ll Be Comin ’Round the Mountain

Oh, we’re radical environmentalists
Yes, we’re radical environmentalists
We like clean air and clean water
And our beaches without tarballs
Oh, we’re radical environmentalists!
We sure would like to keep the EPA
Not let corporate interest throw it all away
We must preserve our public land
the administration’s out of hand
We’re radical environmentalists!
Oh, we like our veggies without pesticides
And our food without those hormones placed inside
We like fish that don’t have PCBs
And forests that still have some trees
We’re radical environmentalists!
We want power that can always be renewed
Communities in control we ain’t no fools!
And we’d rather see those windmill blades
Than nuclear plants in the Everglades
We’re radical environmentalists!
Oh, we like to have our food grown locally
And not shipped from far away or overseas
In Wisconsin we love fam’ly farms
Not agribusiness full of harm
We’re radical environmentalists.

26 May 2017

Follow the Money

Start on D

Tune: Beer Barrel Polka
Original lyrics: Vicki Ryder, revised by Deborah Lofgren & Raging Grannies of Madison

Follow the money, to see why we go off to war
Follow the money, it’s not freedom we’re fighting for
Follow the money, profits aren’t worth dying for
Lockheed Martin’s got their billions,
And they don’t need more!
Boeing and Raytheon, Bechtel, and Koch brothers, too
Reap all the profits, and don’t give a fig about you
Families are hungry//schools don’t have funds that they need
Weapon Makers turn a blind eye
While the coun try bleeds!
Follow the money, it all leads to corporate greed;
The vets and the homeless, when will they get what they need
Big money int’rests dictate our nation’s war plans –
Now’s the time to take back our country
And give folks a helping hand!
People not profits, let’s make our government see,
War steals our treasure, killing cannot make us free;
Follow the money, once you have found where it leads
Raise your voice, get loud and louder
Singing out for peace!

13
May, 2017

SUGGESTED INTRO: The Grannies have come to the conclusion that it is not any
one ideology that is hurting us – it’s the extremists of all sides, who will not listen
to the viewpoints of others.

Fanaticism (The True Enemy)

by Kathy Miner, Raging Grannies of Madison WI, Tune: Love and Marriage

Fanaticism, fanaticism,
You know it only leads to strife and schism –
Not / to honest sharing,
Or a world of love and / caring!
Fanaticism, fanaticism,
All it does is to create division –
If / we want true healing,
We must respect each other’s / feelings!
Why, why, why the separation, why the exclusion?
Try, try, try and you will only come [2-3-4-5] to one
conclusion:
Fanaticism, fanaticism,
Whether based on culture or religion -Only knows its own mind,
Doesn’t serve the greater hu-man-kind!
Why, why, why the separation, why the exclusion?
Try, try, try and you will only come [2-3-4-5] to one
conclusion:
Fanaticism, fanaticism,
We must substitute a deeper wisdom –
Then we’ll live in har-mo-ny,
With room for you …
And room for me …
Just think how peaceful it could a-a-all be!
117

Wisconsin Farm Song

Start on D (-scon)

tune: Old McDonald Had a Farm
lyrics: Kathy Miner, Madison Raging Grannies

NOTE: Do not rush tempo!
A Wisconsin fam’ly had a farm, E-I-E-I-O!
And on this farm they grew some corn, E-I-E-I-O!
With a tractor here, and a combine there,
Here a vroom, there a vroom, everywhere a vroom, vroom …
Wisconsin fam’ly had a farm, E-I-E-I-O!
Will fam’ly farms be a thing of the past? E-I-E-I-O!
So precious few have managed to last; E-I-E-I-O!
With a scrape, scrape here and a scrimp, scrimp there,
Here a scrimp, there a scrape, now the land’s in bad shape –
Will fam’ly farms be a thing of the past? E-I-E-I-O!
Factory farms on a monstrous scale, E-I-E-I-O!
Manure and urine over hill and dale, E-I-E-I-O!
With a poop-pile here and a pee-puddle there,
Here a puddle, there a pile, spreading over many miles –
Factory farms on monstrous scale, E-I-E-I-O!
Let’s go back to Wisconsin fam’ly farms, E-I-E-I-O!
Do the people good and the earth no harm, E-I-E-I-O!
With a beet field here and a cornfield there,
Here a field, there a field, everywhere the land is healed –
Back to Wisconsin fam’ly farms, E-I-E-I-O!!
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September 6, 2016

Hydrofracturing Sucks!
Lyrics: Vicki Ryder (Triangle, NC) 9/14/11
Tune: Battle Hymn of the Republic

The USA’s addicted now to fossil fuel and oil,
And hydrofracking’s on the rise; that makes our blood just boil!
We know that fracking will destroy our water and our soil....
Hydrofracturing just sucks!
CHORUS:
So Take your freakin’ frackin’ drills and keep ‘em from our town,
We don’t want your fracking turning all our water brown,
Take your freakin’ frackin’ drills or we will shut you down!
Hydrofracturing just sucks.
It blows in nasty chemicals and poisons all the water;
And causes quakes beneath the earth/ a thing it shouldn’t oughta;
We want safe drinking water for our sons and for our daughters,
Hydrofracturing just sucks!
CHORUS
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The More We Get Together
Lyrics by Carol Tyler, Susan & Alan Bickley, Nicole Bresnick & the
Teen Pride Art 2017 LGBTQ teens

The more we get together, together, together
The more we get together, the happier we’ll be
(Group 1) ‘Cause I’m gay
(Group 2) and I’m straight
(Group 1) and I’m bi
(Group 2) transgender
The more we get together the happier we’ll be
The more we show our respect, our respect, our respect
The more that we can connect, the happier we’ll be
(Group 1) ‘Cause I’m gay (Group 2) and I’m straight
(Group 1) and I’m bi
(Group 2) transgender
The more we get together the happier we’ll be
What’s my preferred pronoun - please listen, here’s the lowdown
So what is in a pronoun - there’s much to be learned
(Group 1) I’m Susan - I’m he his
(Group 2) I’m Alex I’m she hers
And this is who we are and how we want to be known
We’re gender nonconforming / non binary / fluid
I like to dress in rainbows, and she wears a tux
(Group 1) ‘Cause I’m gay (Group 2) and I’m straight
(Group 1) and I’m bi
(Group 2) transgender
And all of us together are many shades of blue
It’s time to show we’re loving, we’re caring, respecting
‘Cause we all need accepting, and we must stand tall
For those who are out and for those who are struggling
Let’s open our arms widely embracing us all
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Original April 12, 2016
Revised 5/25/16 then 4/24/2017

Conservation's Too Slow (2015 Version)

Key of

tune: when I’m 64 (Beatles), lyrics revised by Madison Raging Grannies

What will we do now, where will we go, when polluters pre-vail?
Don't you know that fossil fuel has got to go, and our conservation's too slow?
How can we wake our Senators up, before it's too late?
Grannies and students, all of Earth's people, we must decide our fate.
Climate change is here
Dangerous to deny
Science makes it clear!
Industry billions buy political power, oh their money speaks
But our children count on us to do what's right, seven generations kept in our sight!
That carbon we're burning, polluting our air, too much C O 2
Can we stop mining, can we stop fracking, Life depends on what we do.
Climate change is here
Dangerous to deny
Science makes it clear!
What will we do now, where will we go, before it's too late?
We must value people over profit now, keep the planet livable, we need that and how.
Renewable power, care for the land, change congress we vow,
Grannies and students, all of Earth's people, save our planet now!

18
March 2017 revision

Two for Public Schools

1st Tune: Let Me Call You Sweetheart, 2nd Tune The Caissons Go Rolling Along
Lyrics by Andrea Musher

Keep the public invested
In our public schools
Tell the privatizers
We are not their fools
Keep learning’s love-light shining
For all of us
Don’t throw our public system
Under the old school bus
(Switch tunes)
xxxxxxxxx

ldldldld
ldl
Public schools, public schools
We
support our public schools
Repeat
And we won’t let the privateers rule.

Give a cheer--Keep schools here
Show our teachers that we care
Praise their efforts to keep us aware

For it’s hi hi hee ‘midst the Right’s artillery
Testing// not learning’s what we see

Vouchers rob us, and lay waste the public trust
Our taxes support public schools
The Grannies are for public schools.

129A & bbbbbbb
129B

Put your Finger in the Air
Tune: If You're Happy and You Know It
Lyrics: Paula Rochelle, modified by Madison Grannies

Put your finger in the air, in the air,
Put your finger in the air, in the air,
Put your finger in the air, be politically aware
Put your finger in the air, in the air
Put your finger on your nose, on your nose…Trump’s our Prez, that really blows
Put your finger on your hair, on your hair….Twist it hard but don’t despair
Put your finger on your cheek, on your cheek….We are the change we seek
Put your finger on your chin, on your chin….Refugees we welcome in
Put your finger on your boob, on your boob….Don’t believe lies on the tube
Put your finger on your brain, on your brain….Trump is driving us insane
Put your finger on your wrist, on your wrist…We are old and we are pissed
Put your finger in the air in the air
Put your finger in the air in the air
Put your finger in the air, We’re together and we care
Put your finger in the air, in the air!
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Prisons Are Growing
Tune: Bells For Me and My Gal
Lyrics: by Carol Tyler

Prisons are growing - all over our state
Even small infractions - can seal your fate
Let’s find a way to reform it - redefine and re-norm it
If we just ignore it- it will just escalate
Black men imprisoned - at staggering rates
We hold the record - in all 50 states
And you know - we can educate and we can treat
Help with job placement, too
There’s so much more we can do
We are not helpless - there are things that work well
Alternative programs - instead of a cell
Let’s find a way to reform it - redefine and re-norm it
‘Cause if we just ignore it- it will soon be too late
If we worked harder - perhaps just a TAD
The situation - would not be this bad
And you know - it takes wisdom to make a dent
End mass imprisonment
Take action there's much we can do
Take action there's much we can do
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Trump’s Blind Trust

Tune: Three Blind Mice
Lyrics by Sheila Plotkin, Raging Grannies of Madison

Trump’s blind trust. Trump’s blind trust.
It’ll be his kids. His three grown kids.
No word of his profits will ever be spoke.
They promise to keep that pig in its poke.
Have we ever seen such a cynical joke
As Trump’s blind trust?
Trump’s blind trust. Trump’s blind trust.
It’ll be his kids. His three grown kids.
Whenever investments go up a tick,
They promise he won’t know whose boots to lick.
For him it’s a treat, for the country a trick,
That’s Trump’s blind trust.
Trump’s blind trust. Trump’s blind trust.
It’ll be his kids. His three grown kids.
The conflicts of interest are standing in line
But he's not worried; he's sure it's all fine
He relies on the blindness that's yours and mine
We are Trump's blind trust
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We Need Planned Parenthood

Start on B

Original lyrics by the Peninsula Raging Grannies, New verses by Vicki Ryder; small changes by Kathy Miner
Tune: Battle Hymn of the Republic
1

We’re the Raging Grannies and we’re here to take a stand,
To keep free choice for women and to keep our families planned.
We won’t go back to hangers if our right to choose is banned!
We rage for women’s lives.

CHORUS: No more dying in back alleys!
We’ll keep raging in these rallies
Until we stop these crazy schemes against Planned Parenthood,
We rage for women’s lives.
2

We stand here on the street and wonder at the sad disgrace (street or stage)
That women’s rights might simply disappear without a trace.
We put aside our rolling pins to save the human race –
We rage for women’s lives.

CHORUS: No more dying in back alleys...
3

We’ve come here to this program and it’s not just for the sport,
To tell the world that we must keep the rights for which we fought –
The right to plan our families and, if needed, to abort!
We rage for women’s rights.

CHORUS: No more dying in back alleys...
4

We won’t lie down and take it when they make these budget cuts
While they spend our taxes for the wars – we think they must be nuts!
It’s time to tell the world there can’t be any ifs or buts,
We need Planned Parenthood!

CHORUS: No more dying in back alleys...
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The People or the Pipeline

(Tune: “Which Side Are You On”)
Lyrics © by Vicki Ryder, revisions by Rebecca Alwin
CHORUS:
The people or the pipeline? Which side are you on?
The people or the profiteers? Which side are you on?
To sacred lands and burial grounds, the native people come,
We’ll stand in solidarity until their fight is won.
They gather now at Standing Rock, tribes from all the land,
To keep their water and their land from heartless corporate hands.
CHORUS
Dakota Access Pipeline, will bring more corporate shame,
You bulldoze and you terrorize, all honor you defame.
You attacked Protectors, they get thrown in jail,
That brings more people to their aide until they do prevail.
CHORUS
Many hundred years ago you forced them from their home,
Now they’re standing strong to say, this land you cannot own.
Water is a sacred trust, without it we’ll all die,
We can’t allow that pipeline, beneath Dakota sky.
CHORUS
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If My Uterus Were a Gun
Written by Lauren Mayer, adapted and used by Raging Grannies with author's permission

Solo:

Have you heard the news of late, how Republicans in state after state
Are launching big legislative fights against women's reproductive rights??

But … if … my … uterus were a gun these guys would leave it alone
They'd say, “oh go have fun, we won't quibble or moan”
They hate all forms of regulation 'cept when it comes to pro-cre-ation
Then they'll take away our choices, 'cause they can't hear women's voices!
If … my … cervix were a rifle they would keep their mouths shut
And maybe they would stifle saying “the Pill is just for sluts”
When I want to get my eggs lost/ they tell me I should keep my legs crossed!
With the steps these guys are takin' /they all sound just like Todd Akin!
If … my … ovaries were semi-automatic weapons, all these laws we'd escape
Our birth control they step on, while still talking a-bout rape
And in the guise of weird knight erranthood/ they try to get rid of Planned Parenthood
Cause these men know better than I / Oh… just ask the governor of Ohio …
or Texas… or North Carolina … or Virginia … or Indiana … (solos on state names)
or WIS-CON-SIN! (All)
If … our … vaginas were large-capacity ammunition clips
Life for women would be a breeze
There would be access to contraception to prevent unwanted pregnancies 1,2,3
To protect all fertilized eggs they've sworn
But the kids are on their own as soon as they're BORN …
But all this debate would be done … If my uterus were only a gun!
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CLIMATE CHANGE

Tune “Baby Face”
Lyrics by Marjorie Matthews (Madison,WI, Raging Grannies)

Climate Change, We’ve got to slow the rate of climate change
The situation’s one of urgency/ emergency
/With short-sighted thinking/ We’ll see all coastlines sinking
Climate Change, Good science tells us about climate change
We need to cut down use of fossil fuels, Set up new rules
/Fracking gas and oil/ will make the planet boil
Climate Change,
Our kids and grandkids need a healthy place to live
Sustainability requires you and me
To take drastic action now
To slow down climate change
The planet cannot wait for us to change
Depend on energy from wind and sun, it must be done
/To outrun disaster/ we must act fast and faster
Climate Change,
Our kids and grandkids need a healthy place to live.
Sustainability requires you and me
To take drastic action now.
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OLD GRAY GRANNY

Key of C, Start on G, Key of A, Start on E
Tune: The Old Gray Mare by Vicki Ryder — Revised in Madison

TH – I – I – S...OLD gray Granny ain’t what she used to be,
HAD a hysterectomy, NEEDS a colonoscopy,
But SHE can’t afford to PAY for her care and so...
I GUESS we’ll have to shoot her now.
’Cause WHERE is she supposed to go
WHEN she doesn’t have the dough?
She DARE not get sick without health insurance so...
I GUESS we’ll have to shoot her now.
TH – I – I – S...OLD gray Granny SPLITS all her pills in half.
DRUG companies just laugh: PROFITS are off the graph.
But GRANNY can’t afford to PAY for her pills and so...
I GUESS we’ll have to shoot her now.
TH – I – I – S...OLD gray Granny NOW needs a test or two.
Her BOOB has a lump that’s new, but WHAT’S she supposed to do?
She CAN’T pay the bill so she’ll JUST have to muddle through
I GUESS we’ll have to shoot her now.
Trump and Ryan think they have a deal
End OBAMA Care - UNREAL!
Throw OFF all the folks who need health insurance MOST
While BILLIONAIRES continue to STEAL
Just give your representatives a call
And tell ‘em say NO to it all
THEN --- Old Grey Granny WON’T have to worry ‘cause
We won’t have to shoot her after all!

# 7 May 2017

Our Favorite Things
Tune: My favorite Things from the Sound of Music, Lyrics by Sheila Plotkin

Clean air and water are precious and fleeting
Mining and fracking give them both a beating
Earth cannot make it if we clip her wings
This planet is one of our favorite things.
Voting that’s easy and fair and inclusive
We can't allow them to make it exclusive
Ballots should come without trapdoors and strings
Voting is one of our favorite things.
CHORUS:
On the far right, common sense blight
Where corruption rules
We know what they’re up to and what they’re about
Cuz Grannies are no one’s fools.
Women are grownups with health care decisions
Toss out the Tea party’s pompous revisions
Banish the old days to which the right clings
Women are one of our favorite things.
Our social contract will soon be in tatters
Health care and schooling are not private matters
America needs what the public good brings
People are one of our favorite things.
CHORUS
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Immigrant Rights

Tune: McNamara's Band,
Lyrics revised by Mary Sanderson, Joy E Morgen & Rebecca Alwin

I have a friend who traveled north, with her family
This is the only home she knows, she dreams like you and me
Her dad works on a dairy farm, she’s an engineer
Let’s change the law to keep their skills and their talents here.
CHORUS:
Stand up and fight/ for immigrant rights
They come to work/ Don’t slam the door!
Stand up and shout/ with all your might
We-e-e-‘re all created equal, not some less and others more!
Fre-e-e traders like to build a wall so only the money gets through
If all the riches travel north the people will come too
Co-orn used to be a source of life and rural people thrived
But now it's a commodity/ You gotta go North to survive.
U.S. the mighty empire/ will pick and choose its guests
English-speakers welcome here, Mexicans are pests?
One percenters suck all the wealth; the law says that is fine.
But crossing the Rio Grand-e is a very serious crime?
CHORUS:
Stand up and fight/ for immigrant rights
They come to work/ Don’t slam the door!
Stand up and shout/ with all your might
We-e-e-‘re all created equal, not some less and others more!
Di-ivide and conquer is the way that workers are kept down
Power seekers spread distrust of those whose skins are brown
Hate and anger can divide us// Love brings unity
Come together! Show our power with solidarity!
CHORUS:
Stand up and fight/ for immigrant rights
They come to work/ Don’t slam the door!
Stand up and shout/ with all your might
We-e-e-‘re all created equal, not some less and others more!
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We Need Good Jobs

Start on A or B

Tune: Wisconsin Fight Song
Lyrics: Gerrie Martini, Madison Raging Grannies

1.

We need good jobs, We need UNIONS, in Wisconsin now.
Building windmills, schools, and bridges,
Roads and clothes as well as fridges.
Let’s make it clear, Keep our jobs here, made in U.S.A.
Fight, Wisconsin, for this right
With all your might!
(Usually sung twice) (Often with Badger pom-poms)
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2.

Vote for Baldwin, Tammy Baldwin, she’s the one for us!
Diplomatic, able, savvy,
Tammy’s smart and also snazzy.
She will fight to bring good jobs back to the U.S.A.
Vote for Tammy — qualified in every way.

44 October 5, 2012

Love and Marriage

Key of G, Start on G

Tune: Love and Marriage

Love and marriage, love and marriage
Go together like a horse and carriage,
As the old song tells us,
So why do people make a .. big fuss?
Who can marry? Who can marry?
It's a question people like to parry.
Gay and straight befriending,
And for all a happy .. ending.
Try, try, try to change tradition
Toward true inclusion.
Try, try, try and you will only come... (2,3,4,5)
To this conclusion.
Civil rights and equal marriage
Go together like a horse and carriage.
Gay and straight befriending,
And for all; and for all; and for all a happy .. ending.
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Raging Grannies Anti-Gun Chorus Line

Key of A

tune: Ta ra ra boom de ay
lyrics: Kathy Walsh and Gerrie Martini, Raging Grannies of Madison

Verse 1:

We're dear old grannies, as you see
Pillars of society
Here to save humanity
From NRA's insanity

CHORUS (with kicks)
Ta ra ra BOOM de ay (On “BOOM,” right leg kicks to LEFT)
Let's stop the NRA (On “stop,” push out left hand)
Let’s pass tough laws today.
Ta ra ra BOOM de ay (On “BOOM,” right leg kicks to LEFT)
Verse 2:

We need federal background checks
Don’t sell guns to mental wrecks
More than ten rounds in a clip
Leads to violence/ get a grip!

CHORUS (with kicks)

Verse 3:

We're gentle grannies, MAD AS HELL!
We don't fight but WE CAN YELL!
We won't be quiet anymore
’Til we end this shooting war!

CHORUS (with kicks)

57A (May 11, 2015)

The Granny Peace Brigade
(this version for BobFest 2009)
Tune: Battle Hymn of the Republic

Key of E, Start on B
autoharp: Key of F

Chorus:
Move on over, or we’ll move on over you,
Move on over, we’re the Grannies trekking through!
Move on over or we’ll move on over you,
The Granny Peace Brigade!
Our eyesight’s growing weaker and our hearing’s almost shot,
Our breasts are slowly sagging and our figure’s gone to pot,
Our VOICE is growing stronger and we WILL not be forgot!
The Granny Peace Brigade!
We’ve BEEN around a time or two and lived through lots of wars,
And SEEN the senseless killing on so many distant shores.
We’re HERE to say that they can’t take our grand kids anymore!
The Granny Peace Brigade!
They THOUGHT that if they jailed us we would meekly go away,
They DIDN’T know that Grannies always HAVE to have their say.
We SAY these wars must end
and all our TROOPS come home today
The Granny Peace Brigade!
Chorus:
Move on over, or we’ll move on over you,
Move on over, we’re the Grannies trekking through!
Move on over or we’ll move on over you,
The Granny Peace Brigade!

27

Get on Board with Black Lives Matter - to the tune of Old Dan Tucker
Lyrics Carol Tyler https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jSL6mTzKrd0
Get on board with Black Lives Matter
Time for more than idle chatter
Time for us to come together
And get on board with Black Lives Matter
It’s not easy being black
Always have to watch your back
Judged by color wherever you go
Why does justice come so slow?
Denounce mass in- carceration
Curb police mil-i-tar-i-zation
Housing now and education
Start to balance the equation
Get on board with Black Lives Matter
Time for more than idle chatter
Time for us to come together
And get on board with Black Lives Matter
Time for radical transformation
Economic justice, repa- rations
Community control and political power
Come on people, this is the hour
Get on board with Black Lives Matter
Time for more than idle chatter
Time for ALL to come together
Grannies know that Black Lives Matter

150
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How Much Will Those Legislators Cost Me?
By Sheila Plotkin, Tune: How Much is that Doggie in the Window?

CHORUS: How much will those legislators cost me?
The ones with the extended hands
Putting cash in their coffers works like magic
When I pay them, they meet my demands.
I am Big Ag, I need a lot of water
But the locals don’t like dried up lakes
So I did what some say I shouldn’t oughta
‘Cuz I know what lawmaking takes
CHORUS: How much did those legislators cost me?
Their laws say I don’t have to tell
But, watch as your lake becomes a mud hole
And you need to drill a new well.
I'll plunder your water. You can’t stop me.
The GOP’s mine for a buck
Thanks to all of my legislative minions,
I’ve got water, and you’ve got the muck.
CHORUS: How much have those legislators cost me?
I’m still paying out on the sly
I will do just fine til you replace them
With those whom my money can’t buy.
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Raging Grannies are Conspiring

Key of C, Start on C
Tune: I’ve Been Working on the Railroad — Laurie Rostholder (Seattle)
Adapted for 2006 UnConvention by Vicki Ryder (Rochester/SoFlo)

Raging Grannies are conspiring to make folks laugh a lot
Satire is so very frightening, it must be a terrorist plot!
Listen to their conversation—they rage for peace not war,
For dignity and for democracy, hear their voices soar!
Metal in their hips [hand on hips], metal in their knees [hand on knee]
Hiding weapons none can see [tuck hand into apron]
We have found them out,
Know what they’re all about [scold with finger]
Peace and social justice conspiracy.
Someone’s singing for justice (soft)
Someone’s singing for an end to war (loud)
Someone’s singing and spreadin’ the truth!
Scaring us to the core.
(We’re scared of) Gaggles of grannies singing their songs
Gaggles of Grannies make us quake!
Gaggles of Grannies must be watched!
Our security’s at stake!
Grannies with their hats [hand on hat], a bunch of old bats
Scaring us with what they sing
If they stay in tune, that will spell our doom
Spreading freedom and democracy.
(We’re Raging) Grannies singing for justice
Grannies singing for an end to war
Grannies singing and spreadin’ the truth ... [right hand spread out]
World peace forevermore! [don’t slow down this line]

9 February 13, 2013

